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Background of the research

Background of the research
Everest Group defines process mining as a type of analytics product that involves a fact-based approach to help discover, monitor, and optimize as-is processes by analyzing processrelated information primarily from event logs generated by enterprise systems (e.g., ERP, CRM, etc.). The technology provides a data-based approach to process optimization through
numerous applications and use cases spanning industries and process areas. This has led to process mining being and continuing to be one of the fastest growing markets in the
Intelligent Automation (IA) space. Adoption of process mining not only helps enterprises achieve traditional benefits such as cost savings and operational efficiency, but also opens
avenues to target business/strategic outcomes such as top-line growth, accelerated digital transformation, enhanced customer experience, and sustainability. In order to support the
enterprise objectives, products are rapidly evolving in the sophistication of their capabilities, features, and functionalities.
In this study, we assess process mining software products in the market that can analyze process-related information captured in event logs to discover process maps and are available
independent of professional services.
In this study, we analyze the process mining technology landscape across various dimensions:


Overview of process intelligence software products



Everest Group’s PEAK Matrix® evaluation, a comparative assessment of 19 leading process mining technology providers



Competitive landscape of the process mining technology provider market



Key process mining technology trends



Remarks on key strengths and limitations for each process mining technology provider

Scope of this report

Geography
Global
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Technology providers
19 leading process mining
technology providers

Product
Process Mining
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Process Mining Products PEAK Matrix® characteristics

Leaders:
Celonis, Minit, Software AG, and UiPath






Leaders continue to differentiate themselves by offering innovative features such as action triggers, AI-based process simulations, and next-best-action recommendations. They continue to invest in robust
training programs, thought leadership initiatives, and service provider partnerships, to increase awareness in the market
Leaders are expanding their packaged solutions to a wide variety of processes (accounts payable, accounts receivable, incident management, meter-to-cash, and hire-to-retire) and systems (BMC
Remedy, Coupa, JD Edwards, Microsoft Dynamics AX, and Oracle EBS) to accelerate the adoption of process mining
Leaders are ahead in offering pre-built integration with Business Intelligence (BI) platforms, such as Microsoft Power BI and Tableau, to increase the breadth and depth of analytics and visualization
capabilities. They are also focusing on forging partnerships with or developing in-house capabilities for complementary technologies such as a, RPA, IDP, process orchestration, and conversational AI

Major Contenders:
ABBYY, Appian, Apromore, Datricks, Everflow, IBM, iGrafx, MPM ProcessMining, QPR Software, SAP Signavio, and UpFlux






Major Contenders are following Leaders in offering advanced process discovery and monitoring features. They are also focusing to enhance conformance checking capabilities such as offering out-of-thebox process templates for benchmarking analysis and AI-based root-cause analysis
A few Major Contenders are differentiating themselves by investing in R&D to offer AI-based simulation capability and enhance their predictive monitoring capabilities to identify potential KPI breaches and
trigger proactive alerts via email or message. Some of them are also offering task mining capability either through in-house investments or third-party partnerships
While Major Contenders are expanding their presence across industries, geographies, and buyer sizes, they have relatively fewer partnerships with service providers; thus limiting their ability to support
large-scale implementations

Aspirants:
Livejourney, Mavim, Mindzie, and process.science


Aspirants are relatively newer entrants in the market. They are investing in expanding data setup and preparation capabilities, enhancing core process mining capabilities around process discovery and
conformance checking, and developing advanced process monitoring functionality



All the Aspirants offer a SaaS-based process mining solution and most of them have observed significant adoption of the offering among their client bases



Most Aspirants are creating their niches and differentiating themselves by serving client needs in specific geographies, process areas / use cases, or buyer size segments
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Everest Group PEAK Matrix®
Process Mining Products PEAK Matrix® Assessment 2022 | Software AG positioned as Leader
Everest Group Process Mining Products PEAK Matrix® Assessment 20221
High
Leaders
Market impact
(Measures impact created in the market)

Major Contenders

Aspirants

UiPath
Software AG

Star Performers

MPM ProcessMining
ABBYY
Appian
UpFlux

IBM
Apromore
QPR Software

Datricks
Mavim

Mindzie

Livejourney
process.science

Everflow
iGrafx

Aspirants
Low

Source:

Celonis

SAP Signavio

Low

1
Note:

Minit

Leaders
Major Contenders

Vision & capability
(Measures ability to deliver products successfully)

High

Analyses for Everflow, Logpickr, and Minit are based on their capabilities before their acquisition by Pegasystems, iGrafx, and Microsoft respectively
Star Performers are selected based on a relative comparison of providers’ performance on the market impact and vision & capability dimensions in the previous and latest PEAK Matrix® assessments. Providers with the highest Year-over-Year (YoY)
improvement are designated as Star Performers. The Star Performer title does not reflect the overall market leadership position, which is designated through Leaders, Major Contenders, or Aspirants
Everest Group (2022)
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Software AG | process mining product profile (page 1 of 7)
Overview
Company overview

Recent deals and announcements (not exhaustive)

Software AG is an enterprise software company operating in the domain of independent integration & API
management, Internet of Things (IoT), analytics, and process software & services. Founded in 1969,
Software AG currently has more than 5,000 employees, is active in 70 countries, and is traded on the
Frankfurt Stock Exchange. It has developed its own software capabilities in process mining and focuses on
helping enterprises across business process management lifecycle to make better decisions by enabling
them to overcome data silos between people, departments, systems, and devices.
Key leaders
Sanjay Brahmawar, Chief Executive Officer



Dr. Stefan Sigg, Chief Product Officer

Key clients include: Airbus, Alicorp, BP, Dubai
Municipality, Emirates NBD, ING Group, LANXESS AG,
PHOENIX Group, Proximus, Rolls-Royce, Siemens,
Tesco, Vodafone, Volkswagen, and Weifu Group
Website: www.softwareag.com

Split of process mining revenue by buyer industry
Others1
15%
Insurance
5%

25%

Healthcare &
pharma

CPG & retail 10%
Hi-tech & telecom

15%

15%

15% Banking &
capital markets

Manufacturing







March 2022: announced that Volkswagen accelerated transformation with help from Software AG
February 2022: announced acquisition of StreamSets to further accelerate rapid growth in hybrid integration
January 2022: partnered with GO, Malta's leading telecommunications operator, to provide an end-to-end
solution combining platform, connectivity, and devices
December 2021: partnered with IBM Z and Cloud Modernization Center to help clients accelerate shift to
hybrid cloud
December 2021: announced a strategic partnership with Silver Lake, a global leader in technology
investing, anchored by a Silver Lake investment of €344 million in Software AG
October 2021: launched multiple new functions for ARIS, which will help companies automate how they
manage digital transformation at both strategic and operational levels
August 2021: extended a multi-year partnership with a leading Australian supermarket chain, Woolworths,
to help enhance its data-driven transformation

Split of process mining revenue by buyer geography

Others (4%)

Healthcare
Telecom

5%
5%
6%

10%

UK
APAC

50% F&A and
procurement

Retail 10%

Manufacturing
1
Note:
Source:

Split of process mining revenue by process areas

IT service
management





Headquarters: Darmstadt, Germany





LATAM
8%

Split of process mining revenue by offerings
Professional
services / others

5%

17%

37% North America

9%

MEA 15%

10%
BFSI

26%
Continental Europe

83%
Process mining
product licenses

Others in process mining revenue by buyer industry include professional services (5%), public sector (5%), and travel & logistics (5%)
Operational and product-/offering-related information as of December 2021, collected as part of the study / based on Everest Group estimates
Everest Group (2022)
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Software AG | process mining product profile (page 2 of 7)
Overview
Company overview

Market adoption and capability overview

Software AG’s ARIS Process Mining solution provides insights into operational data, allowing users to
analyze business processes within their organizations. The product is available in three editions (Basic,
Advanced, and Enterprise) based on the size and scope of process mining implementation. The product
helps discover and analyze processes spanning multiple applications including process hierarchies and
variants. The conformance check is integrated into ARIS and the results of the check can be visualized with
both designed process models and contextual models, allowing detailed analysis, including identification of
compliance issues. ARIS Process Mining provides a dashboard component that displays process mining
results, such as operational performance data, calculated KPIs, and process deviations. ARIS Simulation
allows users to define multiple scenarios to check outcomes for varying simulation parameters. ARIS
facilitates workflow-based governance of process changes and a structured roll-out via the ARIS portal. The
product also allows API-based integration with a host of up- and downstream applications using its in-house
workflow capability offering 450+ connectors out of the box.
Version number: ARIS Process Mining – Version 10 SR 16

Description

2021

YoY growth

Process mining clients (individual logos)

900+

~20%

Not disclosed

Not disclosed

Number of service provider partners / resellers

50+

4%

Number of technology/software partners

10+

11%

Process mining FTEs

Key service provider partners / resellers
Key technology/software partners

Accenture, Capgemini, Cognizant, Deloitte, HCL Technologies,
Infosys, PwC, TCS, Tech Mahindra, and Wipro
Amazon Web Services (AWS), Automation Anywhere, Kryon,
Microsoft, and WITNESS Manufacturing (Lanner SimTech)

Release date: October 2021
Process mining revenue mix by buyer size1
Small

Split of process mining FTEs by function2

Split of process mining FTEs by geography

SMBs (3%)
Support services

10%

Midsize 17%

Cloud 50%
70%

1
2
Note:
Source:

Process mining client mix by hosting model

Large

50% On-premise

UK

APAC

20%

Sales & 20%
marketing

60% Product development

LATAM

5%5%
10%

North America 20%

60% Continental
Europe

Buyer size is defined as large (>US$5 billion in revenue), midsize (US$1-5 billion in revenue), small (US$50 million-US$1 billion in revenue), and SMBs (<US$50 million in revenue)
Includes FTEs in product development, support services (product support, implementation, etc.), and sales & marketing; excludes FTEs in corporate functions such as HR and IT
Operational and product-/offering-related information as of December 2021, collected as part of the study / based on Everest Group estimates
Everest Group (2022)
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Software AG | process mining product profile (page 3 of 7)
Capabilities
Available

In the roadmap

Available via formal partnership

Not available

Capability & offerings

Process setup and
data preparation

Interoperability

Integration with
complementary
capabilities

Process discovery

Built-in ability to pre-process (prepare, clean,
and transform) event logs data

Ability to detect outliers in the event logs

Ability to merge event logs from different
information systems for a process model

Ability to configure/modify case IDs, resources,
and any specific attributes in event log data

Ability to supplement event logs with data from
IoT devices for discovering processes

Ability to ingest data from event logs in near
real time

Pre-built connectors for SAP applications

Pre-built connectors for Oracle applications

Pre-built connectors for ServiceNow
applications

Pre-built connectors for Salesforce applications

Pre-built connectors for Microsoft applications

Support for Windows OS

Support for Linux OS

Support for Mac OS

Online repository of pre-built packaged
solutions for specific systems/processes

Ability to access all platform functionalities
through open APIs

Task mining

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)

Business Intelligence (BI) / data visualization

Extract Transform Load (ETL)

Process orchestration

Intelligent Document Processing (IDP)

Conversational AI / chatbots

Ability to create Business Process Modeling
Notation (BPMN) 2.0 compliant process models

Ability to display time/frequency for each
process step

Ability to display cost for each process step

Ability to display resources consumed for each
process step

Ability to detect exceptions (failed transactions)
in process

Ability to detect anomalies / fraudulent
transactions in a process

Out-of-the-box dashboards to assess rework
percentage for identified process loops

Ability to merge two or more process models

Ability to display all discovered process variants
side-by-side

Ability to discover organization-level
relationships / social networks

Ability to discover customer journey maps by
mining customer interactions (through websites)

Ability to display all interconnected processes
spanning multiple departments in a single graph
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Software AG | process mining product profile (page 4 of 7)
Capabilities
Available

In the roadmap

Available via formal partnership

Not available

Capability & offerings

Conformance
checking

Process monitoring
and reporting

Process
enhancement

Security and
compliance

Product architecture
and hosting options

Ability to define target process workflow through
a built-in process modeler

Ability to import BPMN models to define
standard model

Out-of-the-box process templates based on
industry best practices (e.g., for O2C, P2P)

Ability to perform gap analysis to identify (un-)
desirable deviances/violations

Ability to perform root-cause analysis to identify
causes of process path deviations

Ability to check compliance rules such as
segregation of duties

Ability to create customized dashboards based
on user requirements

Ability to monitor processes in near real time
against defined KPIs

Ability to enable users to create custom KPIs
for monitoring process performance

Ability to create custom metrics to identify
optimal process variant, by using functions

Ability to export dashboards and insights via
presentation tools such as PDF and PPT

Ability to allow users to collaborate within the
platform or through MS Teams, Slack, etc.

Ability to automatically send notifications to
users for post KPI breaches

Ability to use AI/ML to predict and highlight any
potential KPI breach

Ability to automatically send notifications to
users in case of expected KPI breach

Ability to use AI/ML to recommend next-bestaction to process owners in near-real time

Ability to define scenarios and run multiple
simulations (what-if analysis / scenario testing)

Ability to export simulated process models of
various what-if scenarios in BPMN format

Ability to identify processes for automation

Ability to automatically trigger RPA robots to
carry out high-severity process steps

Availability of pre-built algorithms in system
connectors to encrypt/decrypt event log data

Ability to create different environments with
restricted user access authorization

Active directory integration

Compliant with the industry security standards,
such as SOC 2 and GDPR

Availability of role-based access to the system

Availability of an anonymization option for any
specific attributes in log data

Product architecture based on loosely coupled
microservices

Product deployed in containerized form

Supports multi-tenant deployments

On-premise (central server or virtual machine)

Private cloud

Public cloud

Delivered as a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
offering

Hybrid model with some components onpremise and some components on cloud

Proprietary & Confidential. © 2022, Everest Global, Inc. | EGR-2022-38-E-5224

Ability to use one of the discovered process
variants as the reference model

Ability of the software to identify optimal
process variant
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Software AG | process mining product profile (page 5 of 7)
Capabilities
Available

In the roadmap

Available via formal partnership

Not available

Capability & offerings

Product training and
support

Commercial model

Training and certification by technology provider

Training and certification by partners

Classroom training

Online portal for product training/certification

Online self-paced training modules

Role-based product training courses

Online certification courses

Free training modules

Interactive online training

Community edition of the product

Embedded help tool

Online user community / support forum

Perpetual licensing

Subscription licensing

User-based licensing

Process-based licensing

Event logs volume-based / case-based / server
capacity-based licensing

Hybrid of user-based and event logs volumebased licensing1

Hybrid of user-based and process-based
licensing1

Hybrid of event logs volume-based and
process-based licensing

Hybrid of user-based, process-based, and event logs volume-based licensing
Key areas of enhancements in the latest product releases (as of December 2021)









1

Process set-up and data preparation
– Data Ingestion API that seamlessly works with Software AG’s webMethods product stack that contains 450+ connectors
New Root Cause Miner
Mining to Model (transfer discovered processes as BPMN models)
SOC2 certification
Added new functionalities to the Basic and Advanced editions of ARIS Process Mining
– e.g. Conformance checking made available across all editions
Other productivity and enhancement features

Available on customer’s request
Proprietary & Confidential. © 2022, Everest Global, Inc. | EGR-2022-38-E-5224
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Software AG | process mining product profile (page 6 of 7)
Everest Group assessment – Leader
Measure of capability:

Market impact
Market success

Portfolio mix

Value delivered

Low

High

Vision & capability
Overall

Process set-up
and integration

Vision and strategy

Process
intelligence

Implementation
and support

Commercial and
sales model

Overall

Strengths










Software AG aims to support business process analysis, including process design and implementation, and
process mining through its holistic Business Process Management (BPM) platform, ARIS. Clients appreciate
the integration between process mining and BPM, enabled by the platform, which helps manage their business
process life cycles
It offers built-in ETL capability that assists in pre-processing data, merging event logs from different enterprise
systems, and ingesting data in near real time
For faster data ingestion and insight generation, it offers pre-built connectors and packaged solutions for
enterprise systems such as SAP, Salesforce, ServiceNow, Oracle, and Microsoft Dynamics, and processes
such as P2P and O2C. Clients appreciate the ease and speed of integration with enterprise systems for data
ingestion
The platform helps generate BPMN 2.0 compliant process maps, perform variant analysis, detect process
loops along with rework rate, and discover organization-level relationships. It allows users to create reference
models using a built-in process modeler, import process maps in BPMN 2.0 format, or leverage out-of-the-box
process templates for conformance checking
It assesses processes to provide a fitness rate, which indicates adjacency of a case with respect to the target
process model. Clients appreciate its AI-based root-cause miner that helps determine underlying causes of
process deviations/violations and rank them by their impact on various process KPIs
Proprietary & Confidential. © 2022, Everest Global, Inc. | EGR-2022-38-E-5224











ARIS process mining allows users to create KPIs and customized dashboards to monitor processes. Once
process changes are implemented, the platform enables tracking of the adoption rate of rolled out changes
through conformance checking and by collecting confirmation from employees. This data is further used to
drive training initiatives for employees
Software AG partners with Kryon for task mining and RPA capabilities. It also has a formal partnership with
Automation Anywhere for RPA
The platform enables users to define scenarios and run simulations/what-if analysis. It also offers integrated
iPaaS functionality, thereby allowing users to build API-based workflows and trigger updates in downstream
applications
To support enterprises with varying maturity levels, Software AG offers its process mining platform in three
editions; 1) Basic – a free SaaS edition to explore basic functionalities, 2) Advanced – a SaaS version to
perform process diagnostics using snapshot data or limited system connection, and 3) Enterprise – highest
edition, SaaS or on-premise, to perform continuous process monitoring
Clients have indicated high satisfaction with the platform’s intuitive dashboarding capabilities and have
appreciated Software AG for its customer-centricity and flexibility
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Software AG | process mining product profile (page 7 of 7)
Everest Group assessment – Leader
Measure of capability:

Market impact
Market success

Portfolio mix

Value delivered

Low

High

Vision & capability
Overall

Process set-up
and integration

Vision and strategy

Process
intelligence

Implementation
and support

Commercial and
sales model

Overall

Limitations












Software AG holds significant experience of serving enterprises across industries, especially for F&A and
procurement; however, it has relatively limited experience around healthcare industry-specific, telecom
industry-specific, and ITSM process areas
While it continues to hold the second largest share of the market in terms of number of process mining clients,
it experienced relatively lower revenue growth in 2021, compared with its peers





Currently, most of its clients are enterprises with annual revenues greater than US$1 billion; it has a relatively
lower experience of serving clients in the small enterprise and SMB segments
Most of the platform’s functionalities, including case/event querying and performance analyses such as rework
or bottleneck detection, are currently not accessible through REST APIs
While it offers near real time process monitoring against defined KPIs, its value proposition is limited in terms
of predictive monitoring features such as the ability to predict lead time and delays
Although ARIS allows process analysts to create bookmarks that enhance ease of collaboration, there exists
scope to allow users to export process insights, including maps, derived insights, and analysis results, in PPT
or PDF format, making those ready-to-use for executive presentations. Clients also expect improved data
export capability from the platform
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The platform does not have built-in ability to leverage AI/ML models for predicting KPI breaches. It also lacks
prescriptive capabilities such as recommending next-best actions, including reallocating resources or
removing process steps, to guide business users on actions that can be taken on currently running process
instances to maximize outcomes
Although the platform enables simulation analysis, it presently does not provide AI-/ML-based
recommendations for possible simulation scenarios that can be tested to improve process KPIs. Clients have
highlighted the need to improve the platform’s overall ML capabilities
It does not provide out-of-the-box integration with complementary capabilities such as conversational AI and
IDP. There exists scope to increase its value proposition for enterprises looking for process mining solution
integrated with other automation technologies, by partnering with technology providers in these areas
Although Software AG provides both classroom and online training in multiple languages, clients expect it to
make product training more formalized and extend the breadth and depth of the available training courses /
certifications. Furthermore, lack of certified training partners limits the accessibility of its training program
While Software AG has recently added the ability to trigger automations directly from the platform, clients
expect better handholding and guidance in terms of identifying and executing automation opportunities
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Everest Group PEAK Matrix® is a proprietary framework for assessment of
market impact and vision & capability
Everest Group PEAK Matrix
High
Market impact
(Measures impact created in the market)

Leaders
Major Contenders

Aspirants

Low
Low
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Vision & capability
(Measures ability to deliver products successfully)

High
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Process Mining Products PEAK Matrix® evaluation dimensions

Measures impact created in the market –
captured through three subdimensions
Leaders

Market adoption

Portfolio mix
Breadth of coverage of industries,
geographies, processes / use cases, and
enterprise size class

Major Contenders

Market impact

Number of clients, revenue base,
and YoY growth

Aspirants

Value delivered
Value delivered to the client and their
satisfaction with the product as well as the
support, based on client feedback

Vision & capability
Measures ability to deliver products successfully.
This is captured through five subdimensions

Vision and strategy

Process setup and integration

Process intelligence

Implementation and support

Commercial and sales model

Vision for the client and itself; key
investments, future roadmap, and
strategy

Data preparation and import;
integration with enterprise applications
& complementary capabilities

Process discovery, conformance
checking, process monitoring &
reporting, and process enhancement

Product training & support,
partnerships with service providers,
ease of use, product architecture,
hosting options, and data security

Flexibility, progressiveness, and client
adoption of available commercial
models; sales channel effectiveness

Proprietary & Confidential. © 2022, Everest Global, Inc. | EGR-2022-38-E-5224
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Everest Group confers the Star Performers title on providers that demonstrate
the most improvement over time on the PEAK Matrix®
Methodology
Everest Group selects Star Performers based on the relative YoY improvement on the PEAK Matrix

Market impact

Year 1
In order to assess advances on market impact,
we evaluate each provider’s performance across a number
of parameters including:
 Yearly YoY revenue growth (absolute and %)
 # of new clients
 Improvement in portfolio mix
 Improvement in value delivered

Year 0

Vision & capability
In order to assess advances on vision and capability,
we evaluate each provider’s performance across a number
of parameters including:
 Innovation
 Increase in product scope and functionality
 Expansion of product associated consulting, training,
support, and maintenance capabilities
 Technology/domain specific investments

We identify the providers whose improvement ranks in the
top quartile and award the Star Performer rating to those
providers with:
 The maximum number of top-quartile performance
improvements across all of the above parameters
AND
 At least one area of top-quartile improvement performance
in both market success and capability advancement

The Star Performers title relates to YoY performance for a given provider and does not reflect the overall market leadership position, which is identified as Leader, Major Contender, or Aspirant.
Proprietary & Confidential. © 2022, Everest Global, Inc. | EGR-2022-38-E-5224
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FAQs

Does the PEAK Matrix® assessment incorporate any subjective criteria?
Everest Group’s PEAK Matrix assessment adopts an unbiased and fact-based approach (leveraging provider / technology vendor RFIs and Everest Group’s proprietary databases containing providers’ deals
and operational capability information). In addition, these results are validated / fine-tuned based on our market experience, buyer interaction, and provider/vendor briefings
Is being a “Major Contender” or “Aspirant” on the PEAK Matrix, an unfavorable outcome?
No. The PEAK Matrix highlights and positions only the best-in-class providers / technology vendors in a particular space. There are a number of providers from the broader universe that are assessed and do
not make it to the PEAK Matrix at all. Therefore, being represented on the PEAK Matrix is itself a favorable recognition
What other aspects of PEAK Matrix assessment are relevant to buyers and providers besides the “PEAK Matrix position”?
A PEAK Matrix position is only one aspect of Everest Group’s overall assessment. In addition to assigning a “Leader”, “Major Contender,” or “Aspirant” title, Everest Group highlights the distinctive capabilities
and unique attributes of all the PEAK Matrix providers assessed in its report. The detailed metric-level assessment and associated commentary is helpful for buyers in selecting particular providers/vendors
for their specific requirements. It also helps providers/vendors showcase their strengths in specific areas
What are the incentives for buyers and providers to participate/provide input to PEAK Matrix research?
 Participation incentives for buyers include a summary of key findings from the PEAK Matrix assessment
 Participation incentives for providers/vendors include adequate representation and recognition of their capabilities/success in the market place, and a copy of their own “profile” that is published by
Everest Group as part of the “compendium of PEAK Matrix providers” profiles
What is the process for a provider / technology vendor to leverage their PEAK Matrix positioning and/or “Star Performer” status ?
 Providers/vendors can use their PEAK Matrix positioning or “Star Performer” rating in multiple ways including:
– Issue a press release declaring their positioning. See citation policies
– Customized PEAK Matrix profile for circulation (with clients, prospects, etc.)
– Quotes from Everest Group analysts could be disseminated to the media
– Leverage PEAK Matrix branding across communications (e-mail signatures, marketing brochures, credential packs, client presentations, etc.)
 The provider must obtain the requisite licensing and distribution rights for the above activities through an agreement with the designated POC at Everest Group.
Does the PEAK Matrix evaluation criteria change over a period of time?
PEAK Matrix assessments are designed to serve present and future needs of the enterprises. Given the dynamic nature of the global services market and rampant disruption, the assessment criteria
are realigned as and when needed to reflect the current market reality as well as serve the future expectations of enterprises
Proprietary & Confidential. © 2022, Everest Global, Inc. | EGR-2022-38-E-5224
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Everest Group is a research firm focused on strategic IT, business services, engineering services, and sourcing. Our research
also covers the technologies that power those processes and functions and the related talent trends and strategies. Our clients
include leading global companies, service and technology providers, and investors. Clients use our services to guide their
journeys to maximize operational and financial performance, transform experiences, and realize high-impact business
outcomes. Details and in-depth content are available at www.everestgrp.com.

Stay connected
Website
everestgrp.com
Social Media
@EverestGroup
@Everest Group
@Everest Group
@Everest Group
Blog
everestgrp.com/blog

Dallas (Headquarters)
info@everestgrp.com
+1-214-451-3000

London
unitedkingdom@everestgrp.com
+44-207-129-1318

Bangalore
india@everestgrp.com
+91-80-61463500

Toronto
canada@everestgrp.com
+1-647-557-3475

Delhi
india@everestgrp.com
+91-124-496-1000

This document is for informational purposes only, and it is being provided “as is” and “as available” without any warranty of any kind, including any warranties of completeness, adequacy, or fitness
for a particular purpose. Everest Group is not a legal or investment adviser; the contents of this document should not be construed as legal, tax, or investment advice. This document should not be
used as a substitute for consultation with professional advisors, and Everest Group disclaims liability for any actions or decisions not to act that are taken as a result of any material in this publication.
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